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T IS WELCOME NEWS that the oil business is emerging in 
good shape from the difficult readjustment period that 

began with the settlement of the Suez crisis. We are 
happy to see the upward trend not only because the 
fortunes of exploration companies follow those of the 
petroleum industry but because the health of this indus
try is vital to the welfare of the nation. 

Oil ended 1960 in stronger position than it started. 
The price structure was more firm and had reached 
more reasonable levels. Industry leaders are "cautiously 
optimistic" about the outlook for 1961, according to the 
consensus of their published statements. Demand will be 
up by about 2 % in the United States and by 6 % to 7 % 
in the world market. Increasing demand means, of 
course, increasing attention to exploration for new 
sources of supply. 

Especially interesting to Westerners are these words 
of E. D. c"DelD Brockett, president of Gulf Oil Corporation, 
to the Society of Nomads in Chicago: 

"The oil producer who wants to be assured of ade
quate supplies I 0 years from now should begin finding 
them now .... Consumption continues to grow year by 
year and-will keep on doing so for many, many years 
to come. Thus, even when we discount current estimates 
of future demand by one-third, we still have a growth 
prospect roughly equivalent to 500,000 barrels per day 
for 1961 and on an annually increasing scale thereafter." 

Discussing the much-heralded competition between 
petroleum and nuclear energy, solar energy, fuel cells, 
and other energy sources, Mr. Brockett said his com
pany's thorough investigation of the situation found "no 
competitive substitute for petroleum and natural gas on 
the horizon." 

Noting that the demand in Europe has, for 15 years, 
increased at a rate two or three times as fast as that in 
the United States, Mr. Brockett said this rate of growth 
may soon begin to slow down. He added: 

"But beyond Europe, which already is a highly in
dustrialized civilization, there are markets that have 
only now begun to emerge from the energy patterns of 
the age of ox-drawn transportation and wooden plows . 
. . . When we contemplate the incomparable quantities 
of energy that will be required to raise the living stand
ards of literally billions of people, then I think we can 
begin to see that the growth of the petroleum industry 
has, in fact, hardly yet begun. 

The Petroleum Press Service of London also tak 
look at the pattern of demand for oil in an article ti 
"No Holiday for Exploration." It observes: 

"To say that ... proved reserves are equivalent t ) 
times the current rate of production is obviously not ( 
same thing as saying that they will last 40 years. Ind ~ 

with demand increasing at 7% annually, the exi 
proved reserves, massive though they are, would l 
used up in about 20 years if no new oil were prov J 
the meantime. Thus, if the industry is to maintain re 
able working reserves, new oil must constantly be f f 
to replace that which is currently being produced." 

The article sees the following additional factors s · \ 
lating "the vigorous search 'for oil": ( 1) the locati ~ • 'f 
much of the existing reserves behind the Iron Curt · • a:: 
in countries that are politically instable; (2) the ~ / <r 

companies' need for diversified sources of oil to f L. 
markets in various parts of the world; (3) the hi • · 
competitive nature of the free world's oil business; 
(4) the long interval of years between the beginni 
exploration and the marketing of any oil that may 
found. 

The publication estimates that if consumption 
creases at the present rate, 220 billion barrels of oil 
be added to proved reserves in the next 15 years. B 
recognize that most of the large structures easily 
ped by surface geologists or reconnaissance se· 
methods have already been found, it is immedi 
apparent that ever-increasing and ever-better 
physical exploration will be required to find the 
obscure structures in sufficient number to meet 
demand. 
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arching the Pampas for Oil 
MAGINE a law requiring that all horses be provided with 
bats! Furthermore, imagine a Western crew that had 

its wives only one born in the United States! Impos
? No-but unusual. The law exists in Argentina, and 
crew, which incidentally observed the law in action, 
Party 97. 

This South American country where the newly-formed 
m party began operations during the summer of 
is slightly less than one-third the size of the United 
Argentina stretches so far from north to south that 

1ength is almost equal to that of the South Temperate 
, in which it lies. Only a small portion of the north

part of the country is above the Tropic of Capricorn, 
the southern tip of Argentina is separated from the 

·ca continent by only 500 miles of water. In other 
Argentina is so long that if it were superimposed 

on the North American continent, with the southern tip at 
Mexico City, the northern boundary would be way up in 
Alberta, Canada, at approximately Athabasca. 

July 21 was the day the introduction of Party 97 and 
Argentina first took place as the crew began to rendezvous 
in the City Hotel in Buenos Aires, capital of the country. 
Flying in from New Orleans were Party Chief J. B. (Jim) 
Arledge and Driller Jack Harwood. Driller W. B. (Boots) 
Dungan arrived from Shreveport, Louisiana, following a 
10-day stopover in Guayaquil, Ecuador. The remaining 
personnel-Chief Computer Bill Scroggins, Party Man
ager V. B. (Stretch) David, Observer Ovie Woolverton, 
Driller-Mechanic Fred Lammert, and Surveyor Macedonio 
Pozo- were transferred from Party 88 in Bolivia. Argen
tina's Aquiles Pirovano, as camp manager, rounded out 
the staff. Awaiting the crew in Buenos Aires were Super-



visors C. W. (Chic) Nicholls and Frank Ellsworth and 
Observer-Supervisor W. T . Ross. 

After a 10-day period spent waiting for customs to 
clear the equipment, Westem's convoy started the 750-mile 
trip south to their first prospect in San Antonio Oeste. 
The temperature was sub-freezing, and snow was falling 
during this excursion- an abrupt change from the summer 
weather that all of the crew had left. 

Three days and two nights later the convoy arrived 
at San Antonio. Mary Scroggins, a bride of less than a 
month, was the pioneer of the female complement as she 
made the trip south with the crew. The staff settled down 
in the hotel, where comforts were at a minimum- no hot 
water and no heat in weather with temperatures below 
freezing. Also, it was difficult for hungry men to adjust 
to a dinner hour that did not begin until 8:30 P.M. at 
the earliest. 

After six weeks the crew moved north to Villalonga. 
Here the staff personnel took up quarters in porta-kamps 
and the 45 laborers in tents, and Jim Arledge and Bill 
Scroggins confiscated one porta-kamp for an office. There 
were dining rooms and kitchens for staff and laborers. 

Moving day came again on November 27. Pushing north 
once more, the men set up camp on a 100,000-acre ranch 
near Pedro Luro. Summer, with drought and constant 
wind, created the problem of dust, dust, everywhere. There
fore, any existing cover, such as grass or shrub, was left 
standing when camp was set up. 

The wind probably made the major impression on the 
men of Party 97. It blew constantly, varying from too 
much to more, and slowed down only to change directions. 
It was a never-ending battle to keep stovepipes up, doors 
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in the shop. They were quite tame and ate anything, 

times taking the food from the hand of a surprised 
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"Home" for Party 97 families was 500 miles south of 
os Aires, in the city of Bahia Blanca. This was where 

Westerners' families lived, families whose wives repre
ted seven countries: Chola Ellsworth, Paraguay; Vera 

oolverton, Czechoslovakia; Josefina David, Colombia; 
Scroggins and Lilia Pozo, Bolivia; Suzana Dungan 
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The city of Bahia Blanca has a population of over 
,000. There is a large middle class, and poverty is 
predominant. The people are mostly of European ori
and predominantly Catholic, with only approximately 
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Argentina Party 97 worked in the Pampas, open land covered 
wheat and pampas grass. and bisected by many fences. Party 

Manager V. B. David is cutting a fence but will have to repair it 
ately to prevent livestock from wandering to greener pastures. 

Supervisor C. W. Nicholls, having helped in the opera
tion's initial organization, leaves camp for Buenos Aires. 

blood. The language spoken is Spanish, and there are no 
church services in English. 

Bicycles are the prevailing means of transportation, with 
motor bikes the second, and it is not unusual to see three 
persons occupying one motor bike. The automobiles are 
chiefly of German or Italian import, which are much better 
adapted to the narrow streets than are larger cars. The few 
American autos are of the 1940 and older vintage. Not 
only are cars very expensive, but they cannot be purchased 
on time payments. The horse in Argentina is a versatile 
animal, being used to pull milk carts, garbage trucks, cargo 
wagons, and buggies, which are used as taxis, and also for 
riding. Those hats that the law requires for horses during 
the hot summer months must be straw, not canvas. 

Bahia Blanca is laid out in squares (a convenience to 
the stranger), and there are many colorful plazas (parks). 
Here centers the life of the city, be it political or social. 
And here the children swing and seesaw. The streets are 
named for persons and events famous in the history of the 
Republic. For example, Streets 11th de abril and 12th de 
octubre are named in commemoration of days in 1848 
when the Indians surrounding the city came in and mas
sacred almost the entire population. 

And so went life in Argentina for Party 97 on this 
assignment. The days were long, with the sunset at about 
8: 30 P .M., and the seasons were reversed - summer was 
winter and winter summer - since we were south of the 
equator. The exciting point always crune, however, every 
second Friday when the Western crew arrived in Bahia 
Blanca for rest leave. 
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I MAGINE yourself in the cockpit of a Navy supersonic 
jet fighter plane. You have just completed a series of 

complicated combat maneuvers at tremendous speeds. 
"Jamming" has made radio signals unintelligible. Below 
you is a layer of clouds, and under that is the ocean. 
Around you is a big, empty sky. But where are you? And 
where is that postage-stamp-sized aircraft carrier you 
must find? In a word, "Ulp!" 

Fortunately, navigation is abreast of the space age, 
thanks in large part to Litton Systems, Inc., a brother of 
Western Geophysical in the great Litton Industries fam
ily. A compact Litton "inertial guidance system" has been 
keeping track of the direction and speed of your plane's 
every gyration. Now it tells you at a glance how far you 
are from your starting point and which way to go to get 
back. 

Like most great scientific achievements, Litton's inertial 
guidance system is based on simple principles. Every 
Western homemaker who has had to get her family off 
to work or school knows what "inertia" is. It's that prop
erty of matter (a husband's body, for instance) by which 
it retains its state of rest ("Aw go 'way and let me 
sleep!") or of motion in a straight line (none in this 
drowsy case) until it is acted upon by an external force 
(yanking off the covers, threatening starvation, or dous
ing with cold water). The gyroscope, which is basically 
similar to the globe-shaped wire tops spun by generations 
of children, embodies this principle of inertia. Once it 
begins spinning, it retains its position in space until some 
force is exerted upon it. Now, suppose the amount of 
force pushing against this gyroscope with every tum, 
climb, roll, dive, or slide of your aircraft could be re
ported in the form of electrical pulses to a computer. 
Then suppose this computer could translate those pulses, 
at about the speed of light, into figures that would mean 
distance and altitude and direction. What would you have? 
A Litton inertial guidance system, plus the comforting 
knowledge that you could find your way safely borne to 
the aircraft carrier. 
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Laboratory for the Eagle air-to-air missile. 

Another of this type is the attack-navigation computer 
produced for the Grumman A2F attack bomber. 
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systems manufacturers. 
example of the second type of computer is the air
tactical data system installed in carrier-based planes 

for "fleet early warning" of enemy attack. This unit, pro
duced by the Data Systems Laboratory, identifies aircraft 
in its assigned area, tracks and evaluates targets, assigns 
any of a number of defensive aircraft according to dis
tance and bearing of each in relation to the target and the 
type of weapon mounted. All information is displayed on 
a cathode ray tube for the use of the human operator in 
_making control decisions. 

A similar development is the marine tactical data sys
tem, which furnishes combat commanders with automatic 
and instantaneous evaluation of aerial combat situations 
and permits them to control all air operations. This equip
ment is installed in helicopter-portable huts. 

This integration of data processing and automatic con
trol into the conduct of military operations is a field that 
offers many potentialities. Litton Systems is taking a 
leading position in the development and production of this 
type of equipment. 

In addition to all of its direction-finding and guidance 
systems for ships, aircraft, and missiles and of its com
puters, instrument landing systems, commercial flight con
trol systems, microwave antennas, and communications 
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Roy L. Ash is president 
of Litton Systems, Inc., a 
wholly-owned subsidiary 

of Litton Industries. Mr. 
Ash also is executive 

vice president of the latter. 

devices, Litton Systems also produces "countermeasures." 
These are radar and electronic devices to spoil the effi
ciency of enemy equipment. 

Litton Systems' work with miniaturized recording and 
computing systems is contributing to the advancement of 
medical science. Litton's Bio-pack is finding many appli
cations to medical electronic research and practice in 
space laboratories, universities, and medical centers to 
determine heart, brain, and nerve responses and 
conditions. 

President of Litton Systems, Inc., is Roy L. Ash, a 
native of Los Angeles, who also is the executive vice 
president and a director of Litton Industries. After receiv
ing his degree and the highest academic award offered 
by the Harvard University Graduate School of Business, 
Ash entered the field of banking. During World War II 
he was assigned to the Office of Management Control, 
U.S. Air Force Headquarters, where he engaged in plan
ning and strategic analysis. He was chief financial officer 
of Hughes Aircraft Company during the period that this 
company was developed into one of the largest in ad-

vanced electronics. He joined Litton Industries 
inception in 1953. 

The Maryland Division is headed by Russe 
McFall, who is a vice president of Litton Industrie 
was an executive in the General Electric missile and 
nance systems activity for 14 years before joining 
He was director of G.E.'s missile nose-cone researc 
development, one of the country's most advanced re 
programs. 

Vice president of Litton Systems in charge of the 
ance and Controls Systems Division is Dr. Willi 
Jacobi, whose contributions to space research and 
ance technology were recognized by his appointm 
a member of the National Aeronautical and Space 
ministration's Committee on Navigation, Guidance, 
Control. Before coming to Litton in 1958, Dr. I 
played an important part in the engineering and de 
ment of the Atlas, Thor, and Titan missiles. 

Dr. Norman H. Enenstein is vice president of 
Systems and head of the Data Systems Laboratory. 
Dr. Enenstein was graduated from the University of 
fornia in Los Angeles in meteorology, he receiv 
master's degree and doctorate in electrical engin 
from the California Institute of Technology. He j 
Litton in 1958 after extensive accomplishments in 
conductor research, advanced radar techniques, and 
computer systems. 

Third of Litton Systems' vice presidents is Dr. Th 
P. Cheatham, Jr., who directs the Advanced De 
ment Laboratory. He came to Litton in 1959, with a 
ord of achievement in research in long-range comm 
tions and radar, identification theory, and counte 
ures techniques. He has been a general industrial 
governmental consultant in statistical communications 
an educator. 
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SPENT two weeks within the Union of Soviet Socialist 
Republics. It was a unique experience and different 

what I had imagined. The culture and heritage of 
Russian people is so foreign to an American that it 
difficult for me to separate myself from our world, 
our unique set of values, in order to understand 

my comments reflect a negative viewpoint, it may 
because I expected more evidence of progress. As we 

of their scientific accomplishments, it is hard to pic
a nation living far below the standards of our fast-

20th Century. I had to remind myself that 50 
ago nine out of ten Russians could neither read nor 

• Now they live in log houses, but then they lived in 
huts. 

gh I fear Russia as a world power, my heart goes 
to a people who live in an unbelievably tense and 

atmosphere and are fighting what seem to be 
le odds. Even if in 10 years they do solve their 

dous housing shortage, they will still be living in 
amounts to barracks. Poor construction and poor 
· surely can be only a temporary solution. If so, 
these buildings are finished, do they start all over? 

cannot possibly describe all that I saw and felt. Much 
you would have to see and experience to understand. 
e did not receive a warm, friendly welcome. After 

our government had recently sent a spy plane over 
country, and we are in an arms race with them. It 

have taken more than just two weeks to break 
their reserve. My impressions are therefore lim

but even so, I felt the trip was valuable and would 
she up the experience for anything. Please accept my 

as that of just one traveler. 
joined the Russian tour in Helsinki, Finland, on 

September 9, 1960. There were 13 of us, plus a tour di
rector, all Americans. We traveled in a newf modern, 
Finnish bus, which included a refrigerator and rest 
room. Our route was through Leningrad, Novgorod, Ka
linin, and Moscow. We stayed four and a half days in 
Leningrad, one night each in Novgorod and Kalinin, and 
five and a half days in Moscow. As we could not plan on 
finding any adequate restaurant or rest-room facilities 
along the highway, we never traveled more than a half 
day at a time. On our longer trip, from Helsinki to Lenin
grad, we carried box lunches. We all stocked up on 
oranges in Finland as we were told that they could not 
be obtained behind the Iron Curtain. 

Our hotel accommodations in both Leningrad and Mos
cow were comfortable. The hotels were large and for 
tourists only. In Novgorod and Kalinin they were so far 
below our sanitation standards that we were glad to move 
on. The service everywhere was poor. The elevator in our 
hotel in Moscow was so slow that we had to allow 20 
to 30 minutes to get to our destination. Stairway doors 
were locked. The food, which was adequate, became 
monotonous as we saw the same dishes day after day. 
Aside from smoked fish, we were always served miscel
laneous chunks of beef accompanied by fried potatoes. 

The Kremlin as our author saw it from across the Moscow Canal. 
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Left-This Moscow hotel, in which our author stayed, may be a sky
scraper, with spacious halls and lobbies, but its elevator service 
left much to be desired as she had to allow 10 to 15 minutes to 
reach her floor. Climbing was out as stairway doors were locked. 

Above-This farm house is typical - built of logs, sagging, and, 
as often Is the case, two stories. It sags because it stands on mar
shy ground, which causes uneven settlement. The degree to which 
some lean is frequently far more precarious than that of this one. 

Right-Most small-town churches are like this ancient, elegant 
structure-crumbling, disintegrating, and barred against any entry. 

The salad was always tomatoes with cucumbers in sour 
cream while the vegetables were always creamed peas and 
carrots. Cabbage appeared in the soup. One treat was 
melon for dessert-served by a smiling, cheerful waitress. 

We visited many historic landmarks and museums. The 
churches-some still used as churches, with a few actually 
conducting services-were so impressive and beautiful 
that they were a highlight of the trip. They revealed the 
great depth of religious feeling in the Russia of the past. 
The art collections were superb, though often poorly dis
played and lighted. (Electricity is common all over Rus
sia, but it is conserved. I saw beautifully-equipped 
libraries with students reading in the poor natural light of 
a window 50 feet away while the lamps at each desk were 
dark.) 

The countryside we drove through was marshy. The 
highway was two-lane, our only traffic problem being with 
the Russian trucks, which carry anything from one small 
item, or a few potatoes, to lumber overloaded in a pre
carious manner. Usually there were people crowded in 
with the freight, huddled together to keep warm. 

The road was always bordered by footpaths, along 
which benches and small rest parks were peppered. Peri-

You can drive for miles in Moscow and see apartments just like 
these going up, apparently being built according to a master plan. 

odically we observed fall-out shelters and water s 
depots, which, aside from their practical aspects, 
carry a tremendous propaganda punch. They ce 
stressed the impending dangers from a capitalistic 

The farm homes we passed were always built of 
and were the only one-family homes we saw. Beca 
the marshy land, the houses tilt, often to a prec 
degree. The houses varied in size and were often 
storied. The window frames were usually painted bl 
favorite paint color, and the windows were filled 
plants and flowers . 

We saw virtually no mechanized farming, only w 
working with hand tools ; nor did we see any coll 
farms . Even had we been traveling by private aut 
could not have observed more as the muddy side 
were impassable. To stop and take pictures seem 
invasion of their privacy, and I had fists shaken at 
when I was observed taking pictures from inside the 
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seemed to offer a truer picture of Russian life. Novg 
which was wholly destroyed in the war, has been 
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example of their construction, was so shoddy 
has to be seen to be believed. Rusty bathroom pipes 
wedged together at crazy angles with sticks of 
Throughout Russia I saw buildings that are falling 
as fast as they are built. Huge buildings in Moscow 
nets strung around them so that the falling bricks 
drop on the pedestrians. 

Much of this is the negative side of Russia, b 
lasting picture of this country is one of monotony 
tension. 
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expressions of in
taste, even in our tract developments; but all 
streets, even from city to city, have a planned 

ss. The streets are wide, with only a few cars 
green government taxicabs) and green trucks. 
ent stalls, each selling just one kind of vegetable, 
there by a government truck, are scattered along 

sidewalks. Set wide apart are large apartment 
• gs, all looking alike. 

small towns these apartment buildings are four 
tall; in Moscow they are eight. The normal ar
ent is for a family to occupy one room and to 

a bath and a kitchen with others. On the ground 
of these apartment buildings are the shops, where 

dise is limited and unvaried from store to store, 
small windows display the merchandise in an un
. tive, prescribed manner. All shops are dark, and 

couldn't always find their doors. The doors to the 
ent hallways look just like the doors to the stores. 
le live in crowded quarters and walk on crowded 

and ride in crowded public buses and subways. 
contrast are the large parks and wide streets. The 

looked cold and unfriendly to me, and I couldn't 
tand at first why since they seemed clean and well 

out. Then I missed the spark of individual expres
Each park and flower bed is laid out in a prescribed 

and the wide streets look deserted in their vast
Not even trees break the monotony. 

only exceptions to this monotony are the relics 
past, the Kremlin, the museums and the churches, 

the beautiful, wooded, recreation parks. Even the 
per Moscow University looks cold and austere in 

towered splendor. At 10 :00 A. M. on a school day we 
the only people looking at its vast gardens and 
that lead up to it. There were no cars parked on 

wide, paved strips, no pedestrians, and again no trees. 
total effect of the people's clothes was a drab one, 
conservative and utilitarian and most often poor. 

A shop and street scene illustrate the 
._ stores and clothing and the out-moded 
llo us) transportation in much of Russia. 

Above-Believe it or not, th is 
is NEW construction! Note the brick
work and the uneven door and win
dow frames I especially at the top!. 

Right-Though this bath is in a hotel 
only two years old, its plumbing 
is rusty and pipes are wedged together 
at crazy angles with wood sticks. 

Our high heels caught their eyes, and my plaid skirt at
tracted lots of attention. Their expressionless faces sug
gested a withdrawn, quiet people. 

Moscow is more international and cosmopolitan, and 
here you see a little make-up and better clothes on a few. 
The coats and shoes that I saw in the stores were low in 
quality and so high in price that we, with ·our high salary 
level, would find them too expensive. It seems obvious 
that the average Russian buys pitifully few new clothes. 

The Muscovites crowd to see the Kremlin, the churche~ 
(now museums), and the GUM Department Store to view 
another world. Bookstores are large and popular, and the 
sidewalk bookstalls have many browsers. The greatest ap
plause at the Bolsoi Theater was for a stage set depicting 
a magnificent ballroom. All of the staged shows I saw 
were spectacular. 
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An important part of the Russian street scene is the 
signs and posters. Large signs illustrate a future utopia 
or set forth the goals of the present seven-year plan. I 
saw anti-capitalist propaganda posters. One in particular 
depicted Uncle Sam and the dollar sign sitting atop a live 
volcano. They seem to enjoy the idea of the United States 
blowing itself up with its own bombs. A clown at the 
circus did a clever act based on this theme. 

Along the streets are rows of large, prominently dis
played pictures- framed in red and hung over red ban
ners-of factory or community workers, many of them 
women, who probably had set some new production rec
ord. I wondered if this was their only reward for a job 
well done. 

We enjoyed the school boys who mobbed us at every 
stop. They knew at least two English words, "gum" and 
"please," and traded Communist Party pins for pieces of 
gum. Some became bothersome, but I was amused at their 
capitalistic bargaining abilities. A few approached us shak
ing with fright-but the fear did not outweigh their desire 
for gum. Some asked for post cards or pictures of the 
United States. They refused offers of candy. "We have 
candy," they told us. 

A Russian· girl was assigned to our group as a guide. 
She was a loyal Party member, and we never really made 
friends with her. She listened and she watched. We did 
not doubt that our rooms were wired - we had been 
warned that they would be before we left the United 
States. Because we always did the predictable, we were 
not followed. We were allowed to explore the streets and 
stores, and I did not feel in any danger. Although we 
laughed, the tension mounted. 

The driver of our tour bus was Finnish, and he de
lighted in baiting the many plain-clothesmen who stood 
on constant watch in front of our large Intourist hotel. 
By dashing into a cab and speeding off, he drew three of 
these. men; they jumped into cars, with motors already 
runmng, and followed him in what should have been a 
mad chase. He, of course, disappointed them. All he did 
was make a simple purchase in a nearby store- and then 
laughed hard, behind their backs, at its ridiculousness. 

Our American tour conductor was picked up and ques-

Framed in red and hung between red banners, such pictures of fac
tory or community workers are common sights along Russian streets. 

Posters are an important 
part of the Russian street 
scene. This one depicts 
the American rolling a 
silver dollar up an active 
volcano, on the top of 
which he places his "cart
wheel," chains and pad
locks it, and then perches 
on it-only to have his 
dollar and himself blown upl 

tioned for four hours. The charge was attempted b 
of a Russian waitress to defame Mr. Khrushchev's 
and it carried a two-year prison term. He was 
worst, of indiscretion; but he had to call for help 
a Russian friend, Boris, who was a nephew of the in 
gator. Boris' uncle dropped the charge after keepin 
guide dangling for three days. The Russian police 
a little too close. 

From the moment I crossed the border I could 
the weight of the Iron Curtain, but we were safe as 
as we didn't try to penetrate it. I would like to be 
to live in friendship with these people, and so I wen 
Russia with a feeling of hope. I have lost my hope. 
Communist propaganda machine does work, and the 
sians have a strong national pride. They no more 
their teachers than we do ours. 

The Russians have a false picture of America 
Americans. Most people on the street eyed us an 
bus but would not smile at us. We could only guess 
they felt about us. As comparatively well-dressed tra 
we were "rich and dangerous capitalists" and co 
have convinced them otherwise. Those we met p' 
America as a crowded New York City (with no p 
and a poverty-stricken laboring class fighting the 
talists through unions. 

Books and pamphlets printed in English were s 
our Moscow hotel. (English is the international lan 
in the USSR, and the official Intourist hotel had · 
from all over the world.) From these books I cou1 
a glimpse into America through the eyes of the R 
propaganda machine. It is so cleverly written that 
believable and even has elements of truth. The p 
word, true or false, becomes fact . It is frightening to 

I was glad to leave Moscow and fly to Warsaw, 
though in a Russian satellite, is still as different 
Moscow as day from night. I enjoyed my short s 
Warsaw with the friendly Polish people. They e · 
unbelievably difficult circumstances, but they are a 
Century country closely allied in their history wi 
West. Brandenburg Gate between East and West 
was my beautiful gateway back into the free world. 

TOUGHEST problem in marine 
tion has been solved by Western G 
research teams! The problem is 
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when marine records "sing" like this + 
FBEOUENTIAL* BESDNAN[E BEJE[TIDN 

HE TOUGHEST problem in marine seismic explora
tion has been solved by Western Geophysical Corn

y research teams! The problem is resonance, or 
· g," which drowns out valid reflection signals with 
orm, meaningless pattern of echoes occurring within 

water layer. The solution is Western's Frequential 
ance Rejector. That is a long name, but it is the 
t way to say that Western rejects the specific reso-

frequency before it can reach the record. 
the new system was announced at the Intema-

meeting of the SEG last fall, the Los Angeles Data 
·on Center has processed many tapes from most 
world's troublesome "singing" waters. Results have 

exceeded the research departments' own expectations 
say nothing of the clients'! Inasmuch as we are talk

"in the family" in the WESTERN PROFILE, it will not 
· g to reveal that a number of our successes have 

with tapes previously processed with unsatisfactory 
ts through another company's highly advertised 

most vexing aspect of the problem in the past has 
that the water layer refuses to behave according to 
. In fact, theoretically-based methods of treating it 

failed more often than they have succeeded. Western, 
more experience in marine work than all other con

combined, has also wrestled with more of the 
and vagaries of "singing" than any of them. Our 
h departments, being field-oriented rather than 
ry-oriented, realized that theory had to be aban

in favor of an empirical trace-by-trace analysis 
actual "singing" frequencies and a corresponding 

t if Western was to find a solution that would 
commercially in all areas. FRR is the outcome. 

brings out reflections like this 

Westem's system suppresses the resonant frequencies, 
even when they are one hundred times stronger than the 
reflection signals. At the same time FRR also allows for 
compromise when resonant energy happens to fall in the 
reflection band. The object is to maximize the signal-to
noise ratio rather than merely to reduce "singing." The 
system operates in th~ frequency domain since research 
revealed that the necessary precision and extremes of 
sharpness cannot be obtained in time-domain filter systems. 

FRR utilizes a comprehensive set of one-cycle-wide, 
40 db (100-to-1), band-reject (notch) filters. These may 
be used in cascade with other notch, band-pass, high-cut, 
low-cut, or other filters. 

FRR is hooked into Westem's Data Reduction System 
when records from field tapes show evidences of reso
nance. These tapes are analyzed trace by trace to deter
mine the fundamental "singing" frequency on each. The 
tapes are then replayed through a normal filter in series 
with a set of notch filters. These playbacks are analyzed 
for any resonant frequencies that remain and to deter
mine-if possible at this stage-the reflection band. This 
process is repeated as often as necessary to establish the 
best filter combination for each trace. Then the original 
field tape is processed through the selected combination 
of filters to make the finished production record. 

Western's Frequential Resonance Rejector system in
volves no re-recording, no head balancing, no mathemati
cal assumptions, no cryptic processing. It is all practical, 
direct, readily understandable, and-it works! 

FRR is another of our advances in instrumentation that 
are continuing to help us make good on our claim: 
"Worldwide Leadership in the Geophysical Field." 

• Western•s trademark for "Frequency Sequential" 
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news break 
Jack M. Desmond, vice president of Western Geo

physical Company of Canada, Ltd., was elected vice pres
ident of the Canadian Society of Exploration Geophysicists 
in mid-February, according to word received by the 
PROFILE as it was going to press. During the past year 
this Westerner has served as secretary-treasurer of the 
Canadian SEG. 

One of Western's real "veterans," Mr. Desmond was 
first employed by the Company in March 1935 and began 
as a computer on Party 9. While coming up through the 
ranks to chief computer, party chief, assistant supervisor, 
and supervisor, he was being a true doodlebugger in cover
ing many states-California, Texas, Oklahoma, Washing
ton, Montana, Utah, Wyoming, Colorado, Nebraska, South 
Dakota and North Dakota. He also was a member of 
Western's first crew to work in Argentina, which was 20 
years ago. 

Mr. Desmond's extensive traveling days ended, however, 
in June 1954 when he was transferred to Canada. The 
fast-growing Western Geophysical Company of Canada 
needed a co-ordinator of all of its operations, and Jack 
Desmond was the man selected for the job. Thus and then 
he became vice president of the Canadian company. 

Born in San Bernardino, California, Mr. Desmond was 
educated in his native state and was graduated from the 
California Institute of Technology with the degree of 
bachelor of science in electrical engineering. Throughout 
his 26 years with Western, he has been absent from the 
Company only when he volunteered for service with Uncle 
Sam during World War II. He was assigned to the Army 
Signal Corps and was a captain at the time of his discharge. 

J. M. DESMOND 

PARTY 8-MANTECA, CALIFORNIA ... 

CLARA PATION, Reporter 

For a crew that has been based in one town for 
months, Party 8 has certainly done a lot of 
around. It seems that many clients have sought our 
ices for small surveys; so we have been trying to 
them all - one at a time. 

Since coming to Manteca, California, Party 8 h 
joyed two safety dinners. The last one was stag 
Friday, January 13 - just for good luck. 

Expansion of Western's foreign operations gave 
members of Party 8 the chance for which they had 
waiting - to go overseas. As a result, the party ros 
varied during the course of the past year. 

Party Manager JACK PATTON, who also claims to 
"part-time" permitman and surveyor, is the senior 
ber of Party 8 in term of service. His record reaches 
several years. He also claims the largest family on P 
including bis wife CLARA; three sons, "RIP," WE 
TIM; and daughter VERA LEE. The PATTONS are 
dwellers, as are most of the married members of P 

Party Chief DAVE JoHNSTON and wife MARGARIT 
their two sons, WAYNE and KEVIN, are proud o 
a new Dodge pick-up and also are trailer dwellers. 
puter JIM GRISWOLD joined us in September, and his 
PATTI and son JAMIE followed in October, bringin 
very pretty trailer house and little red Corvair. 

SAM BURNSIDE was a confirmed bachelor wh 
joined us as a computer. Perhaps be still is 
firmed" but he no longer is a bachelor. SAM has 
been caught and was wed to ROSALIE PECCHIA on 
ary 7. Congratulations! 

Observer ARVEL GuEss came up to Manteca 
out with Party 8 for a couple of weeks. Those two 
kept stretching out, and his wife JEAN and son JIM 
still in Bakersfield. 

There are three sons in the family of Driller H 
QUAM: DANNY, DALE, and DEAN. HOWARD ands 
are hoping for a girl in the near future to keep the 
in line. The QUAMS have a 42-foot Columbia trailer. 

Driller "TEX" WILLIAMS came to us from Party 3 
Shooter MIKE TAUSCHER, a native Californian, jo' 
from Party 68. Drill Helper KEN SCHNEIDER . 
us just before we left Colusa, California, and is b 
a reputation as our "Boy-About-Town." Drill Hel 
WISE and Junior Observer GENE BALANTAC are bo 
boys. Three brand new Westerners fill out the rec 
crew. They are GEORGE FOSTER, JIM ROSENDAL 
GENE HENDRICKS. 

No, lecordlng Helper 
Te Is not running a seis Ii 
this ant castle in Po 
Guine, where Party 94 
The castle must be vac 
If the ants were there, 
-utd not b-too much 

L WILSON, Reporter 
USSEN, Photographer 

the year of its existence bo 
94 has ranged throughout this 

Guine and encountered all 
with low tropical terrain. Ri 

and shallow-water operations h 
MUSSEN and L. J. SCHMIDT m 
Manager JOHN SCHAFER is fre 

llaiinil:ag a base camp and two fly ca 
social life and the southern 
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'AITON, Reporter 
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M GRISWOLD joined us in September, and his 
nd son JAMIE followed in October, bringing 
tty trailer house and little red Corvair. 
BURNSIDE was a confirmed bachelor wh 
us as a computer. Perhaps he still is 
but he no longer is a bachelor. SAM has 

ught and was wed to ROSALIE PECCHIA on 
'.ongratulations ! 
:ver ARVEL GuEss came up to Manteca to 
Party 8 for a couple of weeks. Those two 

!tching out, and his wife JEAN and son JIMM 
lakersfield. 
are three sons in the family of Driller Ho 

DANNY, DALE, and DEAN. HOWARD ands 
ng for a girl in the near future to keep the 
rhe QUAMS have a 42-foot Columbia trailer. 
r "TEX" WILLIAMS came to us from Party 3 
MIKE TAUSCHER, a native Californian, join 
1rty 68. Drill Helper KEN SCHNEIDER j 
>efore we left Colusa, California, and is b 
tion as our "Boy-About-Town." Drill Helper 
d Junior Observer GENE BALANTAC are both 
iree brand new Westerners fill out the rec 
iey are GEORGE FOSTER, JIM ROSENDALE, 
ENDRICKS. 

No, Recording Helper Morgado 
Te is not running a seis line over 
this ant castle in Portuguese 
Guine, where Party 94 is busy. 
The castle must be vacant, for 
if the ants were there, Morgado 
would not be-too much traffic. 

94- BISSAU, PORTUGUESE GUINE 

the year of its existence bombardier-equipped 
has ranged throughout this small country of 

Guine and encountered all of the problems 
with low tropical terrain. Rigging for alternate 

and shallow-water operations has kept Observers 
RAsMUSSEN and L. J. SCHMIDT more than occupied, 

Manager JOHN SCHAFER is frequently faced with 
· g a base camp and two fly camps. 

social life and the southern cooking problem 

both brightened with the arrival of the two Donnas -
DONNA BOYD, wife of Resident Supervisor Vic C. BoYD, 
and DONNA KELLY, wife of Playback Observer J. R. 
KELLY. MRS. KELLY brought young son JIMMY, JR., and 
there is some speculation as to which of the numerous 
locally-employed languages he will first choose to speak. 
Clerk-Computer Rm ESTEVES and wife LILA also have a 
new son, JoAo JosE. Thus, it appears that infant care 
shortly will be a major topic of conversation. 

Hunting is one of the few pastimes in this part of the 
world, and we are fortunate to be in an area of abundant 
game. In the wing-shots there are "Chukars" (a large, 
grouse-like bird), guinea fowl, ducks, and an immense 
number of doves. Bigger game includes leopards, several 
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species of gazelle, hippos, and crocodiles, which are hunted 
commercially for their hides. 

The field camps have seen a steady flow of pets - dogs, 
a small civet cat, parrots, monkeys, gazelles, and the pres
ent favorites - two baboons, named Bozo and Jojo. After 
a year's close observation, we have compiled the follow
ing empirical data concerning baboon behavior: 

1. Baboons have a strong maternal instinct and will try 
to mother any animal smaller than themselves. 
2. Baboons are extremely inquisitive and will investi
gate the contents of any container they can open with 
paws or teeth. (This includes shaving kits, tubes of 
tooth paste, and cigarette packages.) 
3. An unattended baboon is completely untrustworthy. 
Mechanics TOM SERGEANT and JOE LESOWAY have 

initiated a training program for Jojo. He can now jump 
to a table or chair on command and has learned to un
tangle his chain. The cart-pulling experiment, however, 
was a complete failure. 

Other Westerners in Portuguese Guine with Party 94 
are: Senior Seismologist GEORGE L. WILSON, Commissary 
Administrator THOMAS EDMOND B. THOMAS, Utility Man 
CARLOS E. DROESCHER, Shooter Louis C. PADDIE, Sur
veyor HAROLD L. LEARY, Draftsman RAY KILCHRIST, and 
Drillers ROY UPCHURCH, WESLEY L. FRENCH, and 0. F. 
KINSEY. 

Members of the crew hired locally include: Junior 
Observer AMANDIO BRANCO FARIA, Mechanic ABILIO 
REBELO AGUIAR, Drillers VALDEMAR BRANCO FARIA, 
PAULO VIEIRA DAS NEVES, JOSE SIMOES GONCALVES, and 
FERNANDO NUNES DE ALMEIDA; and Drill Helpers JOAO 
BATISTA GUALBERTO, CARLO ALVES CALDIERA, PEDRO 
DELGADO, ANTONIO MENDES FERNANDES, ALVARO SIMAO 
AGUIAR, and MANUEL DOS SANTOS GIL. 

Some native touch 
applied to Party 

portable mess hall. The 
fronds help the air cond" 

keep the inside temp 
more comfo 

PARTY 67-COLUSA, CALIFORNIA ... 

ROBERT SHERMAN, Reporter 

Since Party 67 last visited with other Westerners 
the medium of the WESTERN PROFILE, it has pra 
grown roots here in Colusa. We have been in this 
fornia town a full year now, and no move is yet in 

Colusa lies directly in the line of flight of the 
flyway, and in the fall and winter the sky is dark wi 
flocks of migrating swans, ducks, and geese. The pro 
of the Sacramento River offers a wide variety of 
sports: boating, water-skiing, fishing, and, in some 
swimming. Of course, there is also the annual coun 
which is held during the early summer. Party 67 
representative in the Queen Contest of the last fair · 
person of lovely BONNIE BORENE, the daughter of 
Mechanic ED BORENE and wife NORMA. 

During the past year some new faces have ap 
both on the office staff and in the field. Computer K 
ZARRABI and his family joined us, coming from the 
versity of California at Los Angeles; and EILDON 
SEINER brought his family to Party 67 upon his 
from a tour of duty in Alaska. We also have a rel 
new bridegroom on the crew, Helper ORAN EUGENE 
MINS. GENE arrived from Party 8 on Saturday, 
22, and was married on the same day. His bride· 
former DAROL YN MARSHALL, of Williams, California. 

Some of the more outstanding events of the past 
were our three ignominious defeats in softball by P 
After the third defeat, however, we began a rec 
drive and, with the addition of Helper JOHN PA TRI 
KAMBIZ to 67's "Sluggers,'' we soundly trounced 
68 (then in West Sacramento, California ). To prove 

Bub, we had to repeat the perfo 
pitching of Party Chief B. W. 

Party 67 also obtained partial reve 
ll'eatiJ' Jg the bowling All Stars of 8 

of. 67 who did this were Part}! 
Assistant Party Chief and Pei 
Driller EILDON FINKBEINER, Assis 
, and Chief Computer Boe SHE · 

[JJl!.:e1111lber Assistant Observer M. J. 
in the Rockies (with Party 35) 

C.U. VIN WILLIAMS journeyed fro 
to act in his stead. This left us 
BA) BUSCHMillLE and Helper 

original three-man recording crew . 
.. 11111&1.1l'lWY10r, DELMAS THORNHILL, is s 

he has trouble fighting down the 
r season in Alaska (HA!). 

-NORTH CENTRAL ALBEI 

finds Party F-63 functioning in 
area of north central Alberta. 
areas of the province that is un 

no seismic lines from former crewi 
*IJWl~r, soon there will be the faro 
Jem1tlillig through the trees, as there are eve 
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PARTY 67-COLUSA, CALIFORNIA ... 

ROBERT SHERMAN, Reporter 

Since Party 67 last visited with other Westerners thf 
the medium of the WESTERN PROFILE, it has pracf 
grown roots here in Colusa. We have been in this 
fomia town a full year now, and no move is yet in 

Colusa lies directly in the line of flight of the P 
flyway, and in the fall and winter the sky is dark wi 
flocks of migrating swans, ducks, and geese. The pro 
of the Sacramento River offers a wide variety of 
sports: boating, water-skiing, fishing, and, in some 
swimming. Of course, there is also the annual county 
which is held during the early summer. Party 67 
representative in the Queen Contest of the last fair in 
person of lovely BONNIE BoRENE, the daughter of D 
Mechanic En BoRENE and wife NORMA. 

During the past year some new faces have ap 
both on the office staff and in the field. Computer KA 
ZARRABI and his family joined us, coming from the 
versity of California at Los Angeles; and EILDON F 
BEINER brought his family to Party 67 upon his 
from a tour of duty in Alaska. We also have a rela · 
new bridegroom on the crew, Helper ORAN EUGENE 
MINS. GENE arrived from Party 8 on Saturday, Oc 
22, and was married on the same day. His bride is 
former DAROL YN MARSHALL, of Williams, California. 

Some of the more outstanding events of the past 
were our three ignominious defeats in softball by Pa 
After the third defeat, however, we began a rec 
drive and, with the addition of Helper JOHN PATRICK 
KAMBIZ to 67's "Sluggers," we soundly trounced 
68 (then in West Sacramento, California) . To prove t 

no fluke, we had to repeat the performance behind 
stellar pitching of Party Chief B. W. "DIZZY DEAN" 

. Party 67 also obtained partial revenge on Party 8 
defeating the bowling All Stars of 8. The bowling 

of 67 who did this were Party Chief "RED" 
, Assistant Party Chief and Permitman BILL 

ER, Driller EILDON FINKBEINER, Assistant Computer 
ScoTT, and Chief Computer BoB SHERMAN. 
December Assistant Observer M. J. LARSEN left us 

a winter in the Rockies (with Party 35), and Assistant 
er CAL VIN WILLIAMS journeyed from Bakersfield, 

·a, to act in his stead. This left us with Observer 
(BUBBA) BusCHMIHLE and Helper LEWIS ALDAMA 
the original three-man recording crew. Of course, our 
surveyor, DELMAS THORNHILL, is still with us

he has trouble fighting down the urge to return 
another season in Alaska (HA!) . 

· g last but not least are the neophytes of Party 67, 
DEXTER ABBEY and KEN KAGEHIRO, who have 

learn the trials and tribulations of doodlebugging. 
we come to the end of one and the beginning of 
r year; and until we meet with you again in the 
of the PROFILE, all of us on Party 67 wish all of 

a fond adieu. 

Inter finds Party F-63 functioning in the Caribou 
· area of north central Alberta. This is one 

few areas of the province that is unexplored, for 
are no seismic lines from former crews. With F-63 
however, soon there will be the familiar grid of 

cutting through the trees, as there are everywhere else. 

Above--8. D. McNew spotted a spotted leopard and shot it on the 
spot. This leopard should have changed spots before he was potted. 
Driller Roy Upchurch, wearing a shirt with a harmonizing pattern, 
has the honor of displaying the present length of the future coat. 

Left-The prize catch of a very successful fishing expedition is 
proudly exhibited by Party 94 bombardier Mechanic Joe Lesoway. 
Any Western fisherman who would like to run over to Portuguese 
Guine for a little angling should ask Joe about bait and tackle. 

Below-Western's Party 94 personnel made many friends among the 
animal residents of Portuguese Guine. Observer B. D. McNew, who 
shot the leopard, spots a simian visitor to a bit of nourishment. 
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Immediately upon arrival in this bleak, forsaken bunch 
of hills, Drillers ORVILLE MCDIARMID and ARTHUR REID 
were assigned to the slim hole project. With Helpers BERT 
SAWATSKY and FLOYD GARDNER, they drill a thousand 
feet with a Western model 1200 with almost the same ease 
as if it were a 45-foot shot hole. 

Again this year we are pleased to have that strong 
son of Tennessee, MICHEL REGENIAL, with us. MIKE, 
however, and Rodman WAYNE MARTY always seem to 
be walking. Perhaps the habit that frozen muskeg has of 
breaking springs might have something to do with it, but 
actually this fellow countryman of Sam McGee just likes 
to walk. 

MIKE'S nemesis in life for the present, however, is 
Observer JOCK COULL, who in his efforts for high produc
tion has a habit of attempting the impossible task of cut
ting the trailing end of the chain. JOCK is assisted by Junior 
Observer NICK GOOLIAFF, JIM HENRY, and GORDEN 
KAKOSKE on the shot point and GORDEN JOHNSON, PIETRO 
CANCIAN, and DIETER SCHADOW on the reel truck. 

Situated between MIKE and JOCK are Drillers DON GOOD 
and REDGE PYNTEN and the water jacks, FoLVIO CECCATO 
and LAWRENCE BELLMORE, who have very little trouble 
except boulder-digging changing to sand and gravel and 
somebody's borrowing their jerry-can spouts. From Party 
F-39 of last year we have MAX BOHL and AUBRY (CAN
NONBALL) SAWATSKY, water-truck drivers, who in their 
quest for water chop and blow their way through many 
feet of ice in a season. 

For Party F-63 , as for many crews, the most popular 
place is the kitchen trailer. Here GUY (FRENCHY) PEARSON 
and Helper GIOVANNI LEDDA keep out the welcome mat 
24 hours a day to meet the demand of hearty appetites 
with good food. FRENCHY usually can be found busy as 
the proverbial bee. 

Party Chief RAY WHITT generally is trying to work 
out easier and more efficient ways of doing things. 
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Party F-63 camps I left) In 
Caribou Mountain country of northe 

Alberta, where it is pioneering i 
seismic exploration. Most popular sp 

is the kitchen trailer I above) 
the steps of whkh are Cook's Help 
Giovanni Ledda, Chef Guy I Frenchyl 

Pearson, and Bill Williams. 
lighting for these pictures was lht 

sun shining lust above the horizon. 

PARTY 90 (Office) - TRIPOLI, LIBYA ... 

THE OFFICE STAFF, Reporters 

The office staff of Party 90, despite several 
by the field crew, including one of 1,200 miles 
the Sahara Desert, is still occupying the same 
in Tripoli that we have been in since our arrival 
than two years ago. Tripoli has become very quiet 
the field crew has been breaking in Benghazi, w · 
more than 400 miles by air east of Tripoli. 

The main news from Party 90 concerns vac 
which were eagerly anticipated by all, especially the 
inal crew members. 

Chief Computer ALDO PATRONCINI, whose home 
Pescara, Italy, had a typical American vacation; 
his family took a European tour, including in their i · 
such countries as Spain, Switzerland, France, and 
own Italy. 

Supervisor H. F. MURPHREE packed up his famil 
vacationed in the United States, including spec' 
Montana and Alabama, the latter being his native 
"MURPH" finds it pretty difficult to reaccustom · 
to sand "greens" on the golf course here in Tripoli 
playing golf on grass all summer. 

Perhaps the most unusual vacation was taken by 
tern's liaison officer in Libya, MUHIDDIN ABDULLAH 
whose wife is from West Virginia. She went ho 
vacation early in the summer, and MuHIDDIN fo 
later. While he was in New York, he attended a ses · 
the United Nations General Assembly. This pa 
session was especially interesting to MuttIDDIN. I 
while he was there that Krushchev went through his 
pounding routine. "He is crazy," MUHIDDIN says. 

The more recent arrivals to Party 90's office · 
Party Chief J. A. (JIM) DEES and Computer R 
FRAZIER, who have taken an apartment near the 

buildings in Tripoli have cent 
winter has arrived, JIM and ROY 

fire builders. So far, though, t 
smoke and very little heat. 

mcreau'onal facilities in Tripoli ar 
of the statl spend the weeken 

course, which may be best des 
trap. There are several other 

game~ sheep, goats, and houses, 
lltlllldi'ing feature. Several golfers o 

expert "sand trappers" that 
challenge. JIM DEES has gone 

ipOrt-he says that it is no fun to 
the 60's every time. 



Party F-63 camps !left) In the 
Caribou Mountain country of northern 

Alberta, where it is pioneering in 
seismic exploration. Most popular spot 

is the kitchen trailer !above) at 
the steps of which are Cook's Helper 
Giovanni Ledda, Chef Guy (frenchyl 

Pearson, and Bill Williams. The 
lighting for these pictures was the 

sun shining just above the horizon. 
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ef J. A. (JIM) DEES and Computer R 
who have taken an apartment near the 

few buildings in Tripoli have central heating; and 
that winter has arrived, JIM and ROYALL are becom

rt fire builders. So far, though, their "fires" pro
~y smoke and very little heat. 

recreational facilities in Tripoli are rather limited, 
of the staff spend the weekend hours on the 

• golf course, which may be best described as a very 
sand trap. There are several other obstacles, such 

games, sheep, goats, and houses, but the sand is 
ding feature. Several golfers on the staff have 

such expert "sand trappers" that the course offers 
r challenge. JIM DEES has gone so far as to give 

sport-he says that it is no fun to play when you 
in the 60's every time. 

90 {Field)-BENGHAZI, LIBYA 

of Libya may once have been called a trackless 
and the desert part would still apply. Any Party 90 

would be quick to point out, however, that it is hardly 
. After completing our fourth long move across 

we have come to the conclusion that there are far 
many tracks. First it was the geologists who left 

· g trails from outcrop to outcrop and then the 
meter crews, followed closely by the seis crews. 
trucks coming out from Tripoli and Benghazi to 
these constantly moving camps make their own 
The result of all this is a confusing maze of trails, 

d which lead nowhere. 
Party' 90 moves, it is Surveyor MAX STEWART 

leads the way, and somehow he always finds the right 
Of course, MAX, having radio contact with the last 

truck convoy, gets a lot of free advice, such as: "Ain't it 
lunch time yet?" or "Slow down. We still have to get four 
trucks across this big wadi." 

Party Chief HERMAN SEMELISS is the official worrier 
-always wondering if we will run out of gas, or if a truck 
will break down, or if more tires than we have spares 
will blow out, or about a million other details. Fortunately, 
none of these things has happened so far. 

On a recent move Drillers RONNIE BAKKE, FRANCO 
SPURIO, and JIM MOORE in their drills were scattered along 
the convoy at intervals to winch the heavier-laden trucks 
through the soft spots. They took extra good care of 
Assistant Observer PENN BRELAND as he was pulling the 
kitchen trailer. 

Above--During one of Party 90's long 
moves across the Libyan desert, Party Chief 

Herman Semeliss pauses to enjoy his favorite 
lunch, canned beef hash a la Sahara. 

Left-Party 90 field crew has been based 
in Benghazi, Libya. Two noted features are 
the twin-domed Roman Catholic Cathedral 

and the modern Berenice Hotel at the right. 
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Above--"Let's get the show on the road" seems to be the idea of 
Party 90's mascots, who are ready for a move across the desert. 

After four days and a total of 561 miles of driving, 
we arrived at the new camp site. Happiest to see the camp 
being set up was Italian Driller SECUNDI VICINI. Four days 
without a bite of spaghetti! 

The camp was set up at the new location in a record 
time of one day, after which the crew went to town for 
their annual, four-day Christmas leave. The one stay-at
"home" was MAX STEWART. Joined by wife MARY JANE, 
MAX remained in camp to look after things. 

In addition to those mentioned above, Party 90's field 
crew includes: Equipment Foreman RussELL T. (BING) 
CROSBY; Computer ROBERT HAIL; Observers WILLIS D. 
SMITH and JIM LUFT; Drillers CARMINE MANTINI. DAR
RELL CLAPSADDLE, and DAVID JOHNSON; and Shooter 
KAZIMlERZ BARTULEWICZ. 

PARTY 13- VERNAL, UTAH 

BURKITT NEELY, Reporter 
LOWELL D. HULL, Photographer 

Hello to all from Party 13, now located in "Dinosaur 
Land, U.S. A."-Vernal, Utah. The crew moved to Vernal 
late last August from the cold, desolate country of Baker, 
Montana, and it seems that most of the crew are happy 
and content with the new town. 

Vernal is located on U.S. Highway 40, 330 miles 
west of Denver and 180 miles east of Salt Lake City. The 
town is situated in the beautiful Ashley Valley, which is 
bounded on the north by the magnificient Uinta Mountains 
and on the east by the rugged Yampa Plateau. Vernal's 
population is a comfortable 2,845, and its elevation is 
5, 3 31 feet above sea level. 

The weather at Vernal this winter has been very mild, 
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with only two medium snows and no below-zero te 
atures so far this winter (at reporting time)
it did get down to zero on January 2. 

As Party 13 moved to Vernal, it was converted 
"bobtail" crew. Former Party Chief WENDALL S 
and family were transferred to California and subseq 
to good old Moab, Utah. JOHN W. (SPIDER) 
wife MARGARET, and children DENNIS and CA 
joined Party 13,. and SPIDER took over as party m 

Driller-Mechanic LOWELL HULL, wife BILLIE, 
daughter MARLENE rejoined Party 13 after a short t 
duty on Party 7 in Moab. Also joining Party 13 
arrival in Vernal was Surveyor BURKETT NEELY, 
from two years' naval duty. 

Shooter M. J. (PETE) Rix and wife BOBBIE 
found an apartment, after two days of searching, 
turned out to be very convenient--only about 25 
from the office! Driller WILBUR RILEY, wife Aue 
children BRUCE, DEBBIE, and TIMMY, who came 
crew last May from Party 18, located an apartment 
block from the office and moved in the same day th 
arrived in town! 

Shortly after arriving in Vernal, Helper JAMES 
TIANSON returned to Baker and brought his newly a 
wife, the former DoRis BLAKE, to Vernal to be· 
doodlebugging life. 

Working conditions around Vernal are the same 
any other farm area, for most of the work seen_is . 
in the cultivated land, with such obstacles as 1 

ditches, power lines, underground telephone cab! 
lines, highways, streets, and buildings, plus a few h 
fences thrown in just to make it interesting. All 
though, working in Vernal is not bad at all. 

On weekends and holidays there are numerous 
places of interest to see around Vernal. Number 

Below-Does this modernistic building remind you of dinos 
They caused it to be built, for this is the new Visitors' Cen 
the "dinosaur bone quarry" in Dinosaur National Monument 
Vernal, Utah . Party 13 has been working in "Dinosaur l 

ational Monument, whi<! 
Here dinosaur bones imbe 

llillllllllly being removed as visito 
.. lallllV of the new Visitors' C 

modem building, contain 
why of the fossils and is i 

!llliiantal. ear the Visitors' CenteJJ 
on the banks of the Gree1 

pmniere of Walt Disney's 11 
was held at the campgro 

north from Vernal, one ~ 
llciuataiJ" 115, the only major mo 

running east and west. 
in the many glacial 1 

many of which are accessi 



Above-Guests of honor at a gift exchange and coffee in the home 
of Madge Ely at Christmas were Party 21 's pre-school youngsters, 
Alethea Phillips I left), daughter of Mr. and Mrs. T. J. Phillips; 
Lindsey Lee, son of Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Lee; and Janna Morgan, 
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Dale Morgan. Tree fascinates Alethea. 

Below-Those at the party were: I left to right) Van Sullivan, Pat 
Lee, Mary Jo Morgan, Lindsey Lee, Janna Morgan, Janet Weldon, 
Madge Ely, Faye Phillips, and I not in picture) Alethea Phillips. 

of you who are in this area are invited to stop by 
visit. We shall take you up in the high Uintas to one 
secret trout lakes and talk over old times. 

(Ed. Note: Since reporting, Party 13 has relocat 
Cedar City, Utah.) 

PARTY 21-VICTORIA, TEXAS 

BILL GOUDY, Reporter-Photographer 

This "Pickings" report is going to be just about 
the name implies, continuity being sacrificed in an a 
at least to inform other Westerners in regard to the p 
whereabouts of Party 21 and its personnel. 

No stranger to south Texas, Party 21 moved from 
Texas, to Victoria in the early spring, and that · 
present home. The term "moved to Victoria" is being 
somewhat loosely; for while it may be apparent t 
wives that Victoria is the base of operations, the m 
the field crew may feel that the general term, south 
might be more appropriate. This feeling arises fro 
fact that it has been necessary for the field crew to " 
a great deal in areas extending all the way to the M 
border. There is little doubt, however, that the crew's 
in Victoria has been one of pleasant duration. 

Victoria is located in the approximate center of 
is generally known as the Golden Gulf Crescent 
Texas, approximately 100 miles from Corpus Chris· 
Antonio, Austin, and Houston. It is a community 
can boast of a diversified economy, the stability of 
depends on not one industry but several, such as 
oil and gas. A natural outgrowth of this is ho 
culture, cattle, and, of more significance to West 
churches, schools, and recreational facilities that are 
better than those generally encountered. All of 
factors have tended to make Party 2l's stay in Viet 
good one, and no doubt it will be with a great 
reluctance that the crew will move. 

Needless to say, the recreational facilities affor 
this community have not been completely neglect 
unappreciated. Party Chief JAMES P. (JIM) DEN 
and wife ERLINE are among those who can attest 
existence of a fine 18-hole golf course. Driller V 
WALLING and Surveyor JIM ELY have taken adv 
of some of the fishing spots available and have been 
to catch a fish from time to time. This has put no a 
able drain on the fish population, however. The 
statement could apply equally well to the duck pop 
-but in the best interests of this reporter and Co 
PAUL MIELLY, no such statement will be made. 

At the time of this writing, the most recent social 
was a Christmas coffee given by MADGE (MRs. JIM 

left-Heavy rains in south Texas kept Party 21 field men at tht 
Victoria base, working over cables. Posing for the picture are: 
I from the left) Chief Observer T. J. Phillips, Helper Clifton H. 
Austin, Observer Carl Weldon, Surveyor Roscoe Sullivan, Shoollr 
Dale Morgan, Surveyor James R. Ely, and Computer Paul Mielly. 

home. The original intention was tha1 
be primarily for the benefit of child1 

age. Due to the small number of child 
, however, the wives decided that 

change gifts. Those attending were 
LIVAN, wife of Surveyor R. L. SULLI 

.. I.GAN, wife of Shooter DALE MORGAN; J 
wife of Chief Observer T. J. PHILLIPS; J 

e of Observer CARL WELDON; PAT L 
Computer CLYDE LEE; and JANNA Mm~ 

LIPS, and LINDSEY LEE. 
note: RUDY BERLIN, assistant party 

transferred to Party 21 from Party 6. 
"ed by his wife Lou1sE and two chi.ld 

TI. 

SB.LANI, Reporter 
IGI DONA, Photographer 

ote: The following report was writte 
'• American party chief, desiring to 
Italian flavor of the original, thus gave 

lnlnslation.) 
friends, we meet once again between 
we are by now since more than fi 
a city on the Adriatic Sea certainly 

must tell you, though, that we have va 
the noteworthy urban development 

have renovated ourselves. Sufficient 
our offices are in a very new buildin 

especially for the shop and playbac 
hills that rise above the city. 

from the windows of one of our r 
the computers, ERNESTO CASATI, GINO 

ELLANI, one overlooks the city and o 
from the room of Party Chief DA 

the massif of the Maiella, toda 

since some time, though, the crew 
mne, which comprises a large pa 

fact, since two months now our gray t 
of the "green" Umbria, a region 
kilometers (approximately 15 6 
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tall take you up in the high Uintas to one of 
. lakes and talk over old times. 
te: Since reporting, Party 13 has relocate 
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1ger to south Texas, Party 21 moved from 
Victoria in the early spring, and that i 

me. The term "moved to Victoria" is being 
loosely; for while it may be apparent to 
Victoria is the base of operations, the me 

·ew may feel that the general term, south T 
more appropriate. This feeling arises from 
has been necessary for the field crew to "s 

tl in areas extending all the way to the Me 
iere is little doubt, however, that the crew's 
i. has been one of pleasant duration. 
. is located in the approximate center of 
y known as the Golden Gulf Crescent 
Jroximately 100 miles from Corpus Christi, 
Austin, and Houston. It is a community 
of a diversified economy, the stability of 
m not one industry but several, such as 
;as. A natural outgrowth of this is ho 
ttttle, and, of more significance to Weste 
schools, and recreational facilities that are 
tn those generally encountered. All of 
ve tended to make Party 21 's stay in Viet 

and no doubt it will be with a great d 
. that the crew will move. 
;s to say, the recreational facilities afford 
mnity have not been completely neglected 
ated. Party Chief JAMES P. (JIM) DEN 
ERLINE are among those who can attest 
of a fine 18-hole golf course. Driller V 
and Surveyor JIM ELY have taken adv 

f the fishing spots available and have been 
fish from time to time. This has put no ap 

i on the fish population, however. The 
could apply equally well to the duck pop 
the best interests of this reporter and Co 
:LL Y, no such statement will be made. 
time of this writing, the most recent social 
ristmas coffee given by MADGE (MRS. JIM) 

rains in south Texas kept Party 21 field men at the 
!, working over cables. Posing for the picture are: 
~ft} Chief Observer T. J. Phillips, Helper Clifton H. 
~rver Carl Weldon, Surveyor Roscoe Sullivan, Shooter 
1, Surveyor James R. Ely, and Computer Paul Mielly. 

home. The original intention was that the event 
to be primarily for the benefit of children of pre

age. Due to the small number of children in this 
group, however, the wives decided that they, too, 

exchange gifts. Those attending were MRs. ELY; 
SULLIVAN, wife of Surveyor R. L. SULLIVAN; MARY 
ORGAN, wife of Shooter DALE MORGAN; FAYE PHIL
wife of Chief Observer T. J. PHILLIPS; JANET WEL
wife of Observer CARL WELDON; PAT LEE, wife of 
Computer CLYDE LEE; and JANNA MORGAN, ALE
PHILLIPs, and LINDSEY LEE. 

note: RUDY BERLIN, assistant party chief, has 
transferred to Party 21 from Party 65. He was 

anied by his wife LOUISE and two chi'ldren, SHELLI 
ICiusn 

F-57-PESCARA, ITALY ... 

I SELLANI, Reporter 
IGI DONA, Photographer 

Note: The following report was written in Italian. 
cnw's American party chief, desiring to retain the 

Italian fiavor of the original, thus gave it this very 
translation.) 

friends, we meet once again between these pages; 
we are by now since more than five years in 
a city on the Adriatic Sea certainly well known 

must tell you, though, that we have various news. 
• the noteworthy urban development of the city, 

have renovated ourselves. Sufficient to say that 
our offices are in a very new building, built by 

especially for the shop and playback office, on 
the hills that rise above the city. 
· , from the windows of one of our rooms where 
the computers, ERNESTO CASATI, GINO BANZI, and 
SELLANI, one overlooks the city and observes the 

from the room of Party Chief DAVID SCHARF 
admires the massif of the Maiella, today whitened 

since some time, though, the crew works in a 
wide zone, which comprises a large part of central 
In fact, since two months now our gray trucks travel 

of the "green" Umbria, a region distant more 
250 kilometers (approximately I 56 miles) from 

Sometimes "Sunny Italy" 
gets its sunshine in liquid 
form. In the Umbria region, 
where Party F-57 "has been 
working, the skies are 
leaden and the ground is 
soft. Drillers Gino Pescina 
and Francesco Merlonl are 
going back into the hole 
with about 20 feet of 
hand-rotated "stem." 
Watching are Junior 
Observer Fulvio Gargano 
!left} and Driller Luigi 
Valbonesi - in the rain! 

Today we find Observer GIANLUIGI DONA and his men 
right at the center of this region, at Santa Maria degli 
Angeli. Think, friends, this is not a great city with its 
intense life, flashing with lights and noisy; on the con
trary, we are talking about a small town adjacent to 
another (small town), Assisi, which both constitute a most 
important symbol for all Christendom. 

Between its narrow and silent streets we find most 
beautiful churches and buildings whose artistic values 
reward the eye of the most exacting visitor, (and) where 

Above-A tractor is used to assist in the muddy 
fields of the rainy Umbria region of central Italy. 

A Party F-57 recording truck is brought back to 
the road. At right are Giangiacomo DiGiambattista 

and Drillers Gino Pescina and Terzo Prati. 

Left-Tractor is escorting an F-57 water truck 
to a new set-up in another muddy field . RAIN! 
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The famed Cathedral of Assisi viewed from the Street of 
St. Lorenzo. Party F-57 explored in this part of Italy. 

about the 13th Century lived and worked St. Francis, 
well known in all the world and from whom took its 
name the great metropolis of California (San Francisco). 

Imagine then, not even a night club or anything similar; 
so on Sunday most of the members of the crew emigrate 
to Perugia, not far away, where types like Junior Observer 
MARIO BIVONA, Assistant Party Chief SAURO CASADEI 
(who is doing his field experience), Surveyor DOMENICO 
MoNTANI, and Driller LUIGI (BUBO) VALBONESI surely 
find an atmosphere more suited to their lively 
temperaments. 

Very likely, instead, you will find at the hotel Driller 
FRANCESCO MERLONI, who, with enviable whimsy mimick
ing animals and playing on the accordion the latest songs, 
brightens up the more sedate ones, such as Surveyor ENNIO 
CORAZZINI, Junior Observer FULVIO GARGANO, Driller 
TERZO PRATI, and Shooter ERCOLE CANALI. 

Even Surveyor ATos SGANZERLA finds a means of 
diversion by fishing at Lake Trasimeno on the banks of 
the Tiber, a river that after about 200 kilometers (approx
imately 124 miles) runs through Rome. 

Other news is from these very days. MRs. MARIA 
TERESA, wife of Assistant Party Chief ANTONIO CARBONE, 
presented him with a handsome son, whose vivacity is 
already beyond dispute-enough to look at the sleepy eyes 
of the father every morning. 

PARTY 7 NEWS SPANS a period of several months as R 
W. A. (Bill) Williges, chief computer, started sen · 
items as the previous WESTERN PROFILE was going 
printer. These reported activities indicate that Party 1 
hers are a busy group in Moab, Utah. 

Party Chief V. W. (Vic) Smith distinguished hi 
bowling a 258 at the Moab bowling alley one night 1 
year. Alas and alack, though, the very next game he 
a 150. His wife Gwen recently was elected treasurer 
Petroleum Wives Club of Moab. 

Party 7 held its first safety dinner in Moab last Octo 
Attending the social event at the Arches Cafe were all 
hers of the crew and their wives. The menu? Steak, of 
Following the talks about safety, given by the party ch' 
Clifton Cortez, dancing was enjoyed until the late 

The Williges have been active in community orga · 
Mrs. Williges won second prize in a Christmas table 
ation contest at the December luncheon of the Moab Pe 
Wives Club, of which she has since been elected p 
Her prize was a pair of earrings, donated by a local m 
Also, she is the program chairman for the Parent-T 
Association of the Southeast Elementary School in 
In December Bill was elected president of the Poi 
Pebbles Club, which is the local (Moab) Archeol 
Rock Hound Club, and also has been made a director 
Southeastern Utah Museum Association. 

Since Party 7 last reported, Computor William H. 
and wife Evelyn have added another boy to their 
Vincent Kevin was born September 25, weighing · 
pounds, 6 ounces. His older brothers are Timothy All 
3, and Michael Steven, who will be 2 years old this 

Everette Smith, with Pari.y , before going on mili 
of absence last May, and his wife Yvonne visited the 
the fall. Everette had finished his basic training and 
his way to El Paso, Texas, for further work in ele 

DEATH TOOK Domenico Lattanzio, 36, an emplo 
Western Ricerche Geofisiche, Milan, Italy, on Decem 
1960, following an ulcer operation. A five-year m 
Ricerche, Mr. Lattanzio was a surveyor on Party F-8 
sympathy of all Westerners is extended to his widow an 
two children, ages 8 and 10. -Anna Massirio. 

WESTERN IN THE ROSE BOWL GAME? Indirectly, y 
those Westerners who watched the 1961 Rose Bowl G 
television, that tall Minnesota tackle with the number 
his back was the nephew of Don Frisbee, business man 
Western Geophysical Company of Canada, Ltd. Don 
a hurried, New Year's weekend trip from Calgary 
Angeles to watch Tackle Frisbee play in the "grandd 
all bowl games" in Pasadena. Before he left for horn 
did manage to squeeze in a few hours visiting old fri 
Western's headquarters office and touring its new b 

THAN SMILED on Westem's Dorothy 
what more could any gal expect of a y: 

both a 10-week tour of Europe and a 
from Europe November 7, Dorothy, ill 
in the mathematical research department, '1 

days later to S. Bradley Adams in Santa 
Her husband, a former Bostonian who 

Wl Detroit 10 years ago, is a technical pbot~ 
research department of Pacific Semicon 

impressions of Russia, one of the I 0 coun 
in a special article in the for 
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Nevada, where they also spent their ho 

his marriage Bob acquired not only a lo\I 
12-year-old son, Steve. This general office e 
whom all Westerners, whether or not th 

y, are particularly interested, for he is i 
section of the Company's accounting dep 

JHER in December did not stop Party 
movements, either on or off the job. The < 

from Liberty to Brookhaven, Mississippi, 
to get in enough time to have a week 

time the Monroe Taylors departed for ~ 
Kerney Raleys for Dothan, Alabama; t~ 

mu111U1m for Mendenhall, Mississippi; and the J 
McGehees for West Point, Mississippi. 

stayed at home and entertained his sister 
Houston. Also remaining at home wer 

who had as their guests 18 of Margaret's 
Mexico, Texas, and Georgia. All travelir 

lfltllDited safe and sound from their holiday jat 
• ready for whatever may come in 1961. -

P. MARONEY, vice president and general 
Geophysical 's service in Italy, was a 

the general office in Los Angeles. Thougt 
in the States before, this was the first 

bad been in Los Angeles since Western sen 
948. While vacationing at his home in Roel 

decided to fty on out to the West Coa 
Yisit in the home office. General office e11 
so busy answering questions about Italy 
the wedding of Supervisor Antonino BucaJ 
• Maroney was best man, that we bad nc 
• his impressions of the changes here 
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>revious WESTERN PROFILE was going 
reported activities indicate that Party 7 

· group in Moab, Utah. 
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at the Moab bowling alley one night la 
alack, though, the very next game he 

fe Gwen recently was elected treasurer 
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its first safety dinner in Moab last Octa 

social event at the Arches Cafe were all 
w and their wives. The menu? Steak, of c 
talks about safety, given by the party chie 
:, dancing was enjoyed until the late 
, have been active in community organi 
won second prize in a Christmas table 
the December luncheon of the Moab Petr 

if which she has since been elected pr 
a pair of earrings, donated by a local me 
le program chairman for the Parent-T 
· the Southeast Elementary School in 
Bill was elected president of the Points 
which is the local (Moab) Archeolo 

:lub, and also has been made a director 
rtah Museum Association. 
7 last reported, Computor William H. 
Iyo have added another boy to their f 
t was born September 25, weighing in 
ces. His older brothers are Timothy Alle 
l Steven, who will be 2 years old this 
1ith, with Pari.y , before going on military 
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Paso, Texas, for further work in elec 

Domenico Lattanzio, 36, an employ 
che Geofisiche, Milan, Italy, on Decem 
ig an ulcer operation. A five-year man 
Lattanzio was a surveyor on Party F-82. 

J Westerners is extended to his widow and 
tges 8 and 10. -Anna Massirio . 

THE ROS E BOWL GAME? Indirectly, y 
:rs who watched the 1961 Rose Bowl G 

tall Minnesota tackle with the number 
le nephew of Don Frisbee, business man 
hysical Company of Canada, Ltd. Don 
w Year's weekend trip from Calgary t 
tch Tackle Frisbee play in the "grandd 
s" in Pasadena. Before he left for home, 
squeeze in a few hours visiting old frie 

iquarters office and touring its new b 

MORE THAN SMILED on Western's Dorothy (Stark) 
for what more could any gal expect of a year that 

both a 10-week tour of Europe and a wedding! 
from Europe November 7, Dorothy, illustrator
in the mathematical research department, was mar
days later to S. Bradley Adams in Santa Monica, 
Her husband, a former Bostonian who came to 

· via Detroit 10 years ago, is a technical photographer 
research department of Pacific Semiconductors. 
's impressions of Russia, one of the 10 countries she 

in a special article in the forepart of 

LOS ANGELES Westerner decided to forego the 
llatus last year. Bob Powell and the former Mildred 

of Los Angeles, were married September 16, 1960, 
egas, Nevada, where they also spent their honeymoon. 
his marriage Bob acquired not only a lovely wife 
12-year-old son, Steve. This general office employee 

in whom all Westerners, whether or not they know 
y, are particularly interested, for he is in charge 

JJOII section of the Company's accounting department. 

THER in December did not stop Party 33 field 
' movements, either on or off the job. The crew not 

from Liberty to Brookhaven, Mississippi, but also 
to get in enough time to have a week off for 
:ys. 

· time the Monroe Taylors departed for Moultrie, 
• the Kerney Raleys for Dothan, Alabama; the Willie 

ns for Mendenhall, Mississippi; and the Joe Gables 
McGebees for West Point, Mississippi. The Ed 

stayed at home and entertained his sister and her 
from Houston. Also remaining at home were the Al 
who had as their guests 18 of Margaret's relatives 

Mexico, Texas, and Georgia. All traveling West
mumed safe and sound from their holiday jaunts, and 

is ready for whatever may come in 1961. -Al Leake. 

P. MARONEY, vice president and general manager 
Geophysical's service in Italy, was a January 

the general office in Los Angeles. Though he has 
in the States before, this was the first time Mr. 

bad been in Los Angeles since Western sent him to 
1948. While vacationing at his home in Rock Island, 
he decided to fly on out to the West Coast for a 

visit in the home office. General office employees 
so busy answering questions about Italy and the 
the wedding of Supervisor Antonino Bucarelli, for 
. Maroney was best man, that we had no chance 

his impressions of the changes here in the 

UNNAMED FOR THREE MONTHS (at least) must be some 
kind of a record ; but even though it may be a dubious distinc
tion, it is one held by the baby daughter of Driller-Mechanic 
W. B. (Boots ) and Mrs. Dungan, Party 97. The child was 
born October 3 in Argentina, and her parents selected the 
name Hattie Ann. It seems, however, that down there 
government officials must approve the names to be bestowed 
upon a new baby, and this approval cannot be granted unless 
there is such a name in Castellano (Castilian- Spanish). 
Hattie cannot be found in Castellano; therefore, the baby is 
not officially named. What will be the final outcome
who knows? 

Supervisor Frank Ellsworth, wife Chola, and son Hank 
returned to Argentina January 11 from a Stateside vacation. 
Their vacation was saddened, however, by the death of 
Frank's mother. 

Another Westerner deserted the ranks of bachelorhood 
December 24 when Driller-Mechanic Fred Lammert was 
married to Jenny Klee E., who is originally from France. 
Fred spent his rest leave from Party 97 in Cochabamba. 
-Virginia Arledge. 

"SPRING IS IN THE AIR" early in Green River, Utah, or so 
it would seem, with two Westerners having decided to end 
their short-lived but fun-filled bachelor-type lives by becoming 
engaged to girls from the East. The men are Supervisor Joe E. 
Barthelemy, Jr., and Party 9's Computer Robert A. Zang. 

Surveyor and Mrs. Ken Wilson, Party 9, have announced 
the arrival, last December 12, of their third junior Westerner, 
Troy Don. The two older Wilson children are Kim Edward 
and Brad Lee. -Robert A. Zang. 

THOMAS P. MARONEY 
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FAMILY GATHERINGS seemed to be the rule for Westerners 
of the Midland shop during the Christmas holidays. 

Supervisor George Shoup and wife Betty managed a trip 
to Austin, Texas, to see their daughter Nancy (Mrs. Patrick 
Mann) and family. Their son Mike, who had been home from 
the state university (in Austin) for the holidays, accompanied 
them to return to his classes. 

Lubbock, Texas, drew Shop Supervisor Jay Fraizer and 
wife Eloise for a visit with their daughter, Mrs. Robert Spaw, 
and her family. Christmas night-at 9: 18, to be exact-the 
Spaw family was increased by the arrival of tiny Donna 
Tanine, who weighed in at 6 pounds, 9 ounces. Ricky, now 
21h years old, is quite proud of his baby sister. 

Counting themselves lucky to be together for the holidays 
was the family of Observer Supervisor Walter T. Ross as he 
was not called to some distant shore at this time to assist a 
Western crew. 

The former Delphine King and her husband, L. A. Buck
alew, of Winslow, Arizona, spent the Christmas weekend in 
Midland with her mother, Mrs. Delbert King, and sister 
Sharon. Before his death in October 1959, Delbert (Red) 
King was Western's senior drill supervisor. 

Having been on the receiving end of a bowling trophy last 
year, Jay Fraizer is continuing to keep the bowling lanes 
warm. So far no trophies- but the season is not over yet! 

All Midland Westerners enjoyed the Christmas cards they 
received from several corners of the globe. (How can 
something round have corners?)-Eloise Fraizer. 

BELATED CHRISTMAS G IFTS or Tax Deductions? At any 
rate, there are two new junior Westerners in Calgary, both 
having arrived on December 27. 

Born to Joyce and Al Chandler, Calgary shop, was a boy, 
who was named Daniel Craig. Danny has plenty of company 
at home: Wayne, Richard, Brian and Barbara, and Russel. 

Holy Cross Hospital was the scene of arrival of Mary 
Annette Steele. Her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Russel Steele, have 
two other children, Jimmy and Barbara. Father is with Party 
R-13 in Calgary. 
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A 1961 tax deduction for the S. A. Stevens appe 
January 5. Stacy Ann weighed 7 pounds, 51h ounces 
she was born at Grace Hospital, Calgary. Mrs. Ste 
keeping busy with the baby and three other children, 
Sheldon, and Scott, while Stan is with Party F-69 in 
Northwest Territory. -Ray Quarry. 

THE COLD WAVE that gripped the nation in Janu 
especially unpleasant to Party Chief Richard H. Ward 
suffered serious injuries as a resu1t of the freezing 
atures' dipping down into the Deep South. Traveling 
Shreveport, Louisiana, and Brookhaven, Mississippi, 
was driving along at a normal speed when the car ski 
an icy bridge. Dick was taken to a Brookhaven hospi 
a three-inch cut and slight brain concussion on the l 
of his head, a broken left finger, and possible back 
His duties on Party 33 were taken over by Party Chi 
Jordan while Dick was recovering from his injuries. 

DURING THE WINTER Party 20 added to its jovial c 
Pecos, Texas, two junior-size members. Driller D 
Thelma Swint were visited by the stork for the first · 
November 29. The baby was named Troy Dean and 
in at 6 pounds, 7 ounces. On December 27 Surveyor J 
Della Goodgame increased their number of offspring t 
with the birth of James Allen, who tipped the seal 
pounds, 6 ounces. The other Goodgame children 
Ann, age 6, and Cindy, 3. 

Enjoying the luxury of a new trailer house ( 50 x 1 
are Observer Bob and Geneva Roton; their two da 
Sheila and Sherri; son, Bobby; pet Siamese cat, Sto 
pet cocker, Mr. Ely. - Pete Danna. 

PUTTING IN ITS BID for the "reproduction" record 
is Party 65, Tyler, Texas. During that year seven 
Westerners" were born to Western families and two 
to client representatives with the crew. -T. A. Toschl 
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Novak, Ste) 
Rasmussen, 
Sullivan, 
Trippel, Rio 

Belosic, Ed 
Henry, Jo 
Linder, Leo 
May, John 1 

•Tyson, Mil 
White, Joh 

9 YEARS 
•Abbott, Ge1 
Alexander, 

•Fischer, E 
May, M~ 
McGehee, 

•Murray, Pll 
Seaton, E. 

•Steele, Rusi 
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Wong, Tho1 
Xavier, Alb 

8 YEARS 
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A 1961 tax deduction for the S. A. Stevens appear 
muary 5. Stacy Ann weighed 7 pounds, 51h ounces 
ie was born at Grace Hospital, Calgary. Mrs. Steve 
eeping busy with the baby and three other children, S 
beldon, and Scott, while Stan is with Party F-69 in I 
forthwest Territory. -Ray Quarry. 

-IE COLD WA VE that gripped the nation in January 
;pecially unpleasant to Party Chief Richard H. Wardell, 
Iffered serious injuries as a result of the freezing te 
:ures' dipping down into the Deep South. Traveling be 
hreveport, Louisiana, and Brookhaven, Mississippi, 
as driving along at a normal speed when the car skidd 
1 icy bridge. Dick was taken to a Brookhaven hospital 
three-inch cut and slight brain concussion on the left 

' his head, a broken left finger, and possible back · 
:is duties on Party 33 were taken over by Party Chief 
>rdan while Dick was recovering from his injuries. 

URING THE WINTER Party 20 added to its jovial cro 
ecos, Texas, two junior-size members. Driller Don 
helma Swint were visited by the stork for the first f 
ovember 29. The baby was named Troy Dean and w · 
1 at 6 pounds, 7 ounces. On December 27 Surveyor Ji 
iella Goodgame increased their number of offspring to 
ith the birth of James Allen, who tipped the scales 
ounds, 6 ounces. The other Goodgame children are 
. nn, age 6, and Cindy, 3. 
Enjoying the luxury of a new trailer house (50 x 10 

:e Observer Bob and Geneva Roton; their two dau 
1.eila and Sherri; son, Bobby; pet Siamese cat, Storm 
~t cocker, Mr. Ely. -Pete Danna. 

JTTING IN ITS BID for the "reproduction" record of 
Party 65, Tyler, Texas. During that year seven " 

{esterners" were born to Western families and two 
1 client representatives with the crew. -T. A. Toschlog. 
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in the desert, formerly 
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activities as he depi 
are: Surveyor Ben Bedell, 

left, is having trou 
the heat waves while, in 

him, Party Chief Loy T 
scratches his head over so 

off earthquake's upse 
gravity meter. Next are 

Nuel Putnam loading 
I Spanish dynamite) and 

Roger Coker plugging 
as a shallow patte 

and records fly. Party 
Ed McCutchen, upper right 

is eyeing the crew f 
office while the radio is 

burning. Mechanic Amon 
lower right, is ove 

a motor, and in the oppo 
ner three drillers a 

ing away, with Drill Su 
Floyd Davis taking 

THEY SERVE 
Service Anniversaries ... January, February, March 

Novak, Stephen 
Rasmussen, Julius A. 
Sullivan, William F. 
Trippel, Richard C. 

10 YEARS 
Belosic, Edward G. 
Henry, John Edd 
Linder, Leonard 
May, John E. 

*Tyson, Milton H. 
White, John D. 

9 YEARS 
*Abbott, Gerald H. 
Alexander, James P. 

*Fischer, Edmund E. 
May, Myrtle 
McGehee, Harry W. 

*Murray, Phillip E. 
Seaton, E. W . 

*Steele, Russell C. 
Stevens, Stanley A. 
Won, Eldred 
Wong, Thomas G. 
Xavier, Alberto G. 

8 YEARS 
Grieve, Brian 
Hartwig, Edward 
Langston, Ben L. 
Quam, Howard E. 
Quarry, Rachel I. 

*Rich, Harold D. 
Watts, Harold D. 

7 YEARS 
Anderson, Don C. 
Berlin, Rudy C. 

*Blair, Jimmy 
Dormandy, Garry W. 

*Griswold, James 
Hansen, Henry E. 

*Hatton, William H., Jr. 
Hesser, Clifton A. 
Krein, Oliver A. 
Luce, J. Donald 

*Mathewson, John C. C. 
Mellette, Soule M. 
Pfab, Benedict H. 
Priester, Willie C. 
Raley, Kerney 
Shivers, Joe D. 
Williamson, Willie J. 

6 YEARS 
Arledge, James B. 

*Fells, James J. 
*Gallant, Budrick J. 

Morris, Roy I. 
*Nousek, Charles F. 
*Porter, Donald D. 
* Spurio, Elio 
Talley, James H. 

*Tokarz, Guy 
*Wilson, Kenneth E. 

5 YEARS 
Baratta, F. 
Bratos, Leslie E. 
Byrd, Donald J. 
Cosentino, Frank A. 
Fullerton, J. B., Jr. 
Herrington, L. M. 
McCullough, Alyce V. 

*Myers, Bernice S. 
*Parker, William H. 
Schmidt, Lesley J. 

4 YEARS 
Finkbeiner, Eildon D. 

*Hudson, Mark N. 
Kelly, Jimmy R. 

*Richter, Erich 
*Unruh, John 

3 YEARS 
Bakke, Ronald D. 

*Bedell, B. B. 
Clarke, M. Marianne 
Davis, Herbert F. 

*Gay, E. R. 
*Kam, Bernard P. 
McDonald, John L. 
Petty, Jack S. 
Ward, John E. 

2 YEARS 
Atwood, Eugene 

*Bennett, Robert L. 
Boswell, Coy A. 
Gardner, Paul 
Johnson, David C. 
Kearney, Albert P. 
Kinsey, Othel L. 
Meeker, Harry 
Olson, James C. 
Purcell, Everett 
Scott, Jam es R. 
Stephen, Jackie D. 
Winkler, John H. 

*Interrupted Service 
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FRONT COVER 

~~~l(llP.J Desert, flat farm land, 
:;;; mountains-the ter

rain is immaterial to 
Western and its per
sonnel and its equip
ment. These Company 
trucks are shown 
against a background 
of the Italian Alps, 
and they belong to 

. Party F-9, which has 
been working in the 

Belluno area, where Westerner T. P. Mar
oney took this picture. The peak is "Monte 
Serva," which is 2,132 meters 16,995 
feet) high. 

MARIANNE CLARKE, Editor 
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